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3651 Second generation disciple 

Whoosh … Whoosh … Whoosh … 

A terrifying wave of celestial core power burst out from Chen Xiaobei’s body. 

Like a tsunami, the sound swept across the heavens and the earth, even causing the entire heavenly 

court to tremble. 

Then, the purple-gold dragon scales on Chen Xiaobei’s body began to glow with an incredible light. 

It was as dazzling as the sun, and the light spread for billions of miles, illuminating the entire celestial 

heavens and the entire 32 levels of heaven with a purple-gold color. 

 that … That … That’s the primordial chaos Divine splendor???? ” 

Shang Hengjie was dumbfounded by the scene before him. His eyes were as wide as a bull’s and his jaw 

was so wide that it almost touched the ground. 

Primordial chaos! 

The Holy Light! 

Just these four simple words were enough to shock Shang hengmo to the deepest part of his soul! 

A primordial chaos golden immortal! He was a quasi-Sage! 

A zenith heaven golden immortal of origin! They were the heavenly path sages! 

Once the Holy Light was out, who could compete with it! He looked down on the Three Realms and 

suppressed all living beings! 

 open … Open the chaos … Chen Zhufeng actually broke through another major realm … He’s directly in 

the sage-to-be realm …  

Shang hengmo’s body trembled and his expression changed drastically. His pupils had shrunk to the size 

of a needle tip and his body was drenched in cold sweat. His limbs were completely cold and his heart 

was about to stop beating. Even his breathing had stopped. 

“Whoosh …” 

The next moment, Chen Xiaobei’s body began to change again under the bright purple-gold divine light! 

His human body actually began to slowly transform into a Dragon! 

It expanded, extended, and changed rapidly! 

In just a few seconds, Chen Xiaobei’s body had turned into a 900 million-mile-long purple-gold dragon! 
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The dragon’s head was like a mountain, the Dragon’s horns were like purple lightning, the dragon’s eyes 

were like stars, the dragon’s teeth were like golden awls, the Dragon’s body was like divine meridians, 

the Dragon’s scales were like armor, the dragon’s claws were like crescent moons, and the dragon’s tail 

was like purple flames! 

This scene was simply spectacular beyond compare! It was so shocking that the world changed color! 

Those who heard it were shocked and those who saw it were terrified! 

“BOOM! BOOM! Boom …” 

At the same time, Shang hengmo used all his strength and attacked with all his might, trying to stop this. 

It was a pity that he was only a nine-Star Mystic God. The difference in power between the two of them 

was simply indescribable! He had already used all his skills, but all his attacks were completely blocked 

by the purple-gold primordial chaos Divine splendor! 

From the beginning to the end, all his attacks could not even touch Chen Xiaobei. 

“You’re too weak …” 

Soon, the purple-gold dragon had fully transformed. Its mountain-like head suddenly turned around and 

spoke in Chen Xiaobei’s voice. His tone was calm, but it exuded an extremely domineering pressure! 

“I’m … I’m finished … I’m completely finished …” 

Shang Heng was in complete despair. 

Previously, before the purple-gold dragon Transformation was completed, even Shang hengkun could 

not do any damage to Chen Xiaobei. 

At this moment, the purple-gold dragon had already completed its transformation. There was no 

suspense in the battle between the two sides. 

“Whoosh …” 

The giant purple-gold dragon turned its body and flew into the distance like a 900 million-mile purple-

gold heavenly vein rolling in the air. 

That’s right! 

The purple-gold dragon ignored Shang Heng’s attack! 

This puny ant was not worthy of the purple-gold giant Dragon’s attack! 

“Woof! Buzzzzzz! Yi …” 

But! As the giant dragon flew, its body pulled out waves of sharp blade-like wind, which headed towards 

Shang Heng! 

These gusts of wind emitted a purple-gold luster and were extremely fast! It was extremely powerful! 

In just an instant, the nine-star Xuan deity Shang henggan was directly dismembered by these strong 

winds. The following strong winds even stirred his body into meat paste. 



His primordial spirit wasn’t spared either and was completely annihilated without the slightest suspense. 

“Woof! Buzzzzzz! Yi …” 

The giant purple-gold dragon did not even look at Shang Heng’s taxi as it flew straight ahead. 

Wherever it passed by, the celestial heavens continent was swept by countless strong winds, and houses 

and palaces were instantly destroyed, turning into ruins! The earth was wantonly split apart, becoming 

scarred and even on the verge of collapse! 

That’s right! 

This was the power of a quasi-Sage! 

The giant purple-gold dragon did not attack at all. It had only flown at a low altitude, but it had already 

caused such a destructive blow. If it attacked, the entire heavenly court would probably explode! 

Of course, obtaining great power was bound to be accompanied by great consumption! 

[ ding Yingying’s cultivation base is at the early stage of one-star Sage-to-be. Lifespan: 1 year, physical 

strength: [ xxxxx, primordial spirit attack-sacred level! ] 

After burning up 2.75 billion years of his life, Chen Xiaobei had finally obtained the power of a one-star 

quasi-Saint! 

Moreover, this power could only be maintained for two minutes and forty-five seconds! 

This was the limit of Chen Xiaobei’s life force. If he continued for another second, he would die from 

exhaustion! 

And these two minutes and forty-five seconds were his only chance to retreat. 

“Whoosh …” 

The purple-gold dragon flew into the distance and released a beam of celestial core power, rolling up Fu 

Tian Xin ‘er and Chang’ e, who were hiding in the dark. 

After bringing them along, the purple-gold dragon changed its direction again and charged out of the 

heavenly court. 

With the purple-gold Dragon’s current strength and speed, it would only take an instant to rush out of 

the 32 levels of heaven and escape from danger! 

However! 

The enemy’s strength was far beyond the normal range! In fact, it was completely unexpected! 

“How dare you, Chen Zhufeng! How dare you kill my personal disciple!” 

At this moment, an extremely terrifying roar suddenly erupted from the sky. 

The voice seemed to come from a trillion miles away, shaking the entire 32 levels of heaven. 

“Swish!” 



The next moment, a figure suddenly flew over! 

They travelled a trillion kilometers in an instant! 

This was the legendary space crossing! It was a heaven-defying skill that only quasi-sages could use! 

The person was a middle-aged man in a green Daoist robe. He had sword-like eyebrows and star-like 

eyes. He had an imposing appearance and an otherworldly air about him. One look and you could tell 

that he was not an ordinary person! 

What was even more terrifying was that his body was emitting a green-gold primordial chaos holy light! 

The light was so strong that it covered a wide area and even covered the primordial chaos holy light of 

the purple-gold dragon! 

From this, it could be seen that this person’s cultivation had probably surpassed the purple-gold giant 

Dragon’s current pseudo realm! 

“Peak one-star quasi-Sage! Three minor realms higher than me … Who are you?” 

Chen Xiaobei’s voice came out of the dragon’s mouth again. 

There was no doubt that with such a huge difference in strength, Chen Xiaobei had no chance of 

retreating. He had to face this man’s threat! 

“I’m the personal disciple of Daoist dipamkara, a second-generation disciple of the clan of 

enlightenment, Ji jiuxuan!” 

This person had an extraordinary appearance and was extremely calm. He wasn’t in a hurry to attack at 

all. Instead, he looked down at the purple-gold dragon. 

Of course, the main reason he was so calm was because his cultivation had a huge advantage. It was 

enough for him to control the whole situation and defeat Chen Xiaobei! 
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 “Ji jiuxuan …” 

The purple-gold giant dragon frowned slightly. It had never heard of this name before. 

It seemed that this person should be the personal disciple of the lamp-burning Daoist after the last 

immeasurable cultivation tribulation. 

The burning lamp Taoist was the Deputy sect leader of the clan of enlightenment, a powerful peak-level 

Sage-to-be! 

It wasn’t strange at all that he was able to cultivate a figure like Ji jiuxuan! 

What was more coincidental was that Shang hengmo, who had just been killed, was actually the grand-

disciple of the lamp-burning Daoist! 
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If news of this battle were to spread, Chen Xiaobei’s name would resound throughout the Three Realms 

and shock all living beings regardless of the outcome! 

Even Ji jiuxuan couldn’t help but praise, ”  Chen Zhufeng, even though you killed my direct disciple, I 

have to admit that you’re very outstanding. You’re already a hero to have made it this far!  

“So, you’re planning to let me leave?” Chen Xiaobei retorted. 

The answer was obviously No. The reason why Chen Xiaobei asked the question was to buy as much 

time as possible. 

At the same time, the Yin Yang life and death Ring was fully activated, releasing a vast amount of life 

force to replenish his celestial core power and mental strength. 

This was especially true for his mental power. Other than replenishing it, Chen Xiaobei wanted to 

increase his mental power as much as possible. 

“It’s impossible to let you go! However, as long as you give up resisting, I can let you die a quick death!” 

Ji jiuxuan looked down and said in a domineering manner, ”  otherwise, you’ll be tortured to death for 

killing 3000 disciples of the clan of enlightenment and destroying the celestial Court. You’ll regret being 

born!  

“Ha, there are so many people who say such things, but who can really do it?” Chen Xiaobei’s state of 

mind was getting stronger and stronger during the battle. He was even able to face Ji jiuxuan calmly, 

without any fear. 

“Oh?” 

Ji jiuxuan narrowed his eyes and sneered with great interest, ” “You mean you have the ability to defeat 

me?” 

“You should have heard of my personality. Even if I can’t defeat you, I won’t yield to you!” Chen 

Xiaobei’s tone was calm, but it exuded a domineering aura. 

He wasn’t even afraid of death, so what else could make him afraid? 

“If that’s the case, then there’s nothing more to say!” 

Ji jiuxuan’s face gradually turned cold, and his eyes revealed a strong killing intent, cruelty, and 

bloodthirst! 

“Whoosh …” 

In an instant, the green and gold primordial chaos holy light suddenly condensed and transformed into a 

90000-foot long rainbow behind Ji jiuxuan. It flew down from the depths of the sky. Its power was 

terrifying, like thousands of stars falling, enough to destroy an entire plane! 

“Boom boom boom …” 

This extremely terrifying power crushed down on the purple-gold giant dragon! 



The difference in power between the two of them had reached three small realms. Moreover, it was 

three small realms of the quasi-Sage level! 

The difference was so great that they were not even on the same level! 

It wasn’t an overstatement to say that if the purple-gold dragon was hit, it would die instantly. Its body 

and primordial spirit would be completely annihilated! 

 swallow the four Seas!!!  

However, Chen Xiaobei had already made up his mind to fight to the death. 

The purple-gold dragon opened its mouth wide and tried its best to devour the terrifying power of the 

green-gold Rainbow. 

As this power was too terrifying, the purple-gold Dragon’s body could no longer withstand it. 

As a result, the Dragon’s body started to suffer serious damage when it was halfway through devouring. 

The Dragon scales were blown away and fell to the ground, razing countless palaces to the ground. 

His skin cracked open, and boiling dragon blood dripped down, igniting the purple-gold witch Dragon 

strange fire on the ground. The fire spread, almost burning the entire heavenly court. 

When the Azure-golden rainbow was completely swallowed, the Dragon’s horns and claws began to 

crack. 

It could be seen that the Dragon’s internal organs, tendons, and bones had all been severely injured. 

Of course, at this point in the battle, Chen Xiaobei did not care about these injuries anymore. The side 

effects of the infinite Saint demon pill would be even more terrifying and fatal than these injuries! 

 heaven-defying!!!  

In the next moment, the purple-gold battle Dragon let out a violent and frenzied battle roar! 

 BOOM! BOOM!  

The giant dragon opened its mouth and spat out a purple-gold power that blotted out the sky. 

This power was mainly from the Azure-Gold Rainbow and the purple-gold dragon’s own power. 

The combination of the two forces, in terms of destructive power, had already exceeded Ji jiuxuan’s own 

strength. 

“Hmph! What’s the point of struggling?” 

Ji jiuxuan was not afraid of Chen Xiaobei’s strength. He even thought that he could defeat Chen Xiaobei. 

Don’t forget! 

Ji jiuxuan was the personal disciple of the lamp-burning Daoist! 

How could he be defeated by devouring Four Seas and heaven-defying so easily? 



It was obvious that Ji jiuxuan still had a trump card, and once he used it, he could directly suppress the 

power of heaven-defying! 

Therefore, he was very confident and had no fear at all! 

“Pangu! Time essence!” 

But! 

Ji jiuxuan did not expect Chen Xiaobei to have other trump cards! 

“Whoosh …” 

In an instant, Chen Xiaobei burned a huge amount of his mental power and activated the Pangu time 

energy that the candle Dragon gave him to the maximum! 

“Not good!” 

Ji jiuxuan was enveloped by the power of time, and the time around him stopped! 

No matter how many trump cards he had, he would definitely not be able to take them out! Even if he 

wanted to defend, he wouldn’t be able to gather the body-protecting holy light! 

In an instant, the power of the heaven-defying spell had already arrived in front of him! 

Ji jiuxuan could only helplessly wait for his death, unable to do anything! 

“Boom boom boom …” 

The terrifying power suddenly crushed and instantly injured Ji jiuxuan’s physical body, Dharmakaya, and 

primordial spirit! 

After all, Ji jiuxuan was a one-star Peak-to-be Sage. His heaven-defying power was not enough to kill him 

instantly! 

However, this was all within Chen Xiaobei’s expectations. 

Another trump card was played. 

“Pangu! Spatial essence!” 

The purple-gold dragon roared again. 

Ji jiuxuan, who should have been blown back hundreds of millions of miles, was forcibly imprisoned in 

the space cage. 

 please, sword!!!  

In the next moment, the purple-gold giant dragon burned all of its spiritual power and activated its 

strongest attack! 

The entire space suddenly turned dark. 

An extremely dark Sword Qi rose from the dragon’s head. 



In an instant, an extremely terrifying killing intent enveloped him. 

Even someone as strong as Ji jiuxuan couldn’t help but feel his heart clench and his pupils shrink. He felt 

as if he had been pushed into an endless battlefield! 

Blood was like an ocean, and corpses filled the sky! It was so terrifying that it reached the deepest part 

of his soul! 

“This … This is …” 

Ji jiuxuan’s eyes were bigger than a cow’s. Because of his heavy injuries, blood was flowing out of his 

eyes, mouth, and nose. 

With blood in his mouth, he wailed on the verge of collapse, ”  celestial eradication sword!!!  
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 “Clang!!!” 

With Ji jiuxuan’s scream, a feeling of life being wiped out suddenly descended! 

The number one killing weapon in the ancient times, the celestial eradication sword! 

The moment the sword was drawn, all hope was lost! Both his spirit and body were destroyed! Eternal 

loneliness! 

“Have mercy … Chen Zhufeng! I beg you to spare my life …” 

Ji jiuxuan let out a miserable shriek, his pupils suddenly contracted to the size of needles, and cold sweat 

had already soaked his whole body. 

At this moment, he could no longer care about their hostile relationship. He had even completely put 

down his pride and dignity. 

Dipamkara Daoist’s direct disciple, a second-generation disciple of the clan of enlightenment, was 

actually begging for Chen Xiaobei’s forgiveness. 

This action was a great humiliation to Ji jiuxuan himself, to dipamkara Daoist, to heavenly Lord Yuanshi, 

and even to the entire clan of enlightenment! 

However, Ji jiuxuan didn’t want to die! 

He did not have Chen Xiaobei’s unyielding spirit! He could only beg for Chen Xiaobei’s forgiveness with 

shame! 

“Woof!” 

However, Chen Xiaobei had already paid a huge price and even gambled his life on it. How could he 

possibly forgive Ji jiuxuan? 

The purple-gold dragon opened its mouth and spewed out purple-gold dragon flames that covered the 

sky! 
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At the same time, the special ability of the celestial eradication sword Qi was added! 

In an instant, the purple-gold dragon flames that shot out were imbued with a terrifying sword aura. It 

was as if Yin, yang, space-time, and myriad worlds were being pulled at the same time! 

The purple-gold heavenly flame that was originally scattered and spreading suddenly condensed! 

It condensed at an extreme speed and turned into a three-foot-long purple-gold Vanguard. It carried a 

Supreme sharpness that pierced through the Three Realms and the universe, and directly stabbed at Ji 

jiuxuan’s sea of Qi dantian! 

The power of this power was about the same as the heaven-defying power just now! 

But at this moment, Ji jiuxuan was imprisoned by both the time cage and the space cage, and his 

physical body, Dharmakaya, and primordial spirit had all been seriously injured! If he were to be stabbed 

by this sword again, it would not just be a matter of being seriously injured! 

“Woof!” 

The purple gold immortal Punisher was nailed right into Ji jiuxuan’s sea of Qi dantian. 

The unparalleled sharpness instantly pierced through Ji jiuxuan’s body. 

“嗞……嗞……” 

When the blade of the sword stabbed into Ji jiuxuan’s dharma body, it was met with a great resistance! 

It was as if Mars had crashed into earth, and a terrifying energy fluctuation burst out! 

The flames burned the sky, and sparks flew everywhere. Just the wind and shock waves alone were 

enough to shake the entire heavenly court! 

“BOOM!” 

The stalemate lasted for about three seconds. 

Ji jiuxuan’s Dharmakaya had completely reached its limit and suddenly collapsed. 

“Woof!” 

With the collapse of the Dharma body, the primordial spirit would lose its last layer of protection! 

The purple gold immortal-slaying spear directly pierced through Ji jiuxuan’s primordial spirit and shot 

out from behind him. 

“Pfft …” 

Ji jiuxuan suddenly spat out a mouthful of blood. With a face full of pain, he didn’t dare to, and he was in 

despair. He had completely lost his life! 

A peak one-star quasi-Sage! 

Die! 

“Phew …” 



The purple-gold giant dragon let out a long breath. 

This epic battle had finally come to an end. 

30,000 celestial soldiers, 3000 clan of enlightenment disciples, a nine-Star Mystic God, and a one-star 

pinnacle-to-be Sage-to-be had all died in Chen Xiaobei’s hands! 

Who would dare to believe it! 

This was only Chen Xiaobei’s first battle after his Ascension! 

Such a glorious battle record was enough to move all the heavens and the heavenly path sages! 

Of course! 

Chen Xiaobei had to pay a huge price to get this result. 

At this moment, the purple-gold dragon was already covered in injuries. There was not an inch of intact 

skin on its huge body! 

Blood gushed out like a heavy rain, causing the entire heavenly court to be engulfed in a sea of purple-

gold fire. 

The four heavenly gates had been destroyed! 

The soaring heaven King Palace was also covered in fire and was about to collapse! 

A million celestial soldiers had abandoned their helmets and armors! The fairies and immortal officials 

fled in all directions! Even if they didn’t join the battle, they still suffered extremely tragic casualties! 

Without a doubt, this was definitely the greatest disaster since the establishment of the heavenly court. 

It could even be said to be a catastrophe that could destroy everything! 

What was even more serious was that the main body of the celestial heavens continent was already 

gradually cracking apart, and could fall apart at any moment! 

In that case, the heavenly court would be completely destroyed! 

Chen Xiaobei’s act of wreaking havoc in the heavenly Palace was like a slap to the heavenly court’s face! 

He had also smashed the faces of the clan of enlightenment and heavenly Lord Yuanshi! 

Furthermore, this might also be a turning point in history! 

Since the last immeasurable cultivation tribulation, the clan of enlightenment had been in charge of the 

Three Realms until now! 

However, from today on, the clan of Enlightenment’s authority and rule would begin to decline! It might 

even completely decline! Extinction! 

“Let’s go …” 

After exhausting all the life force in the Yin Yang life and death Ring, the purple-gold giant dragon finally 

recovered a little bit of power and spirit. 



There wasn’t much time left to open the chaos, so they had to leave. 

“Chen Zhufeng! How dare you!” 

But Chen Xiaobei did not expect that there would be a strong enemy after Ji jiuxuan! 

Not to mention how powerful the other party was, just this roar alone was enough to make the purple-

gold dragon spit out blood. Its internal organs were in turmoil, and it even felt like all its bones were 

about to be shattered! 

“And who are you?” 

Chen Xiaobei gasped and looked in the direction of the voice. 

“I am dipamkara!” 

The voice rang out again, exuding an extremely terrifying pressure. The sky, the earth, and even the 

Three Realms and universe trembled. 

“Boom boom boom …” 

What was even more terrifying was that the 24 Amber pearls shattered the void and shot towards the 

head of the purple-gold dragon from a billion miles away! 

“Lamp-burning Daoist! 24 sea-stabilizing pearls!” 

The purple-gold giant dragon gasped. 

Needless to say, dipamkara, as the chief and deputy leader of the clan of enlightenment, must have the 

cultivation of a nine-Star Peak-to-be Sage! 

The 24 sea calming pearls had already become famous in the last immeasurable cultivation tribulation. 

At that time, the 24 pearls belonged to Zhao Gongming, the direct disciple of sect master Tongtian! With 

this treasure, Zhao Gongming had defeated five of the 12 golden Immortals of the clan of 

enlightenment! 

It was obvious that the 24 sea-stabilizing pearls were also peak nine-star quasi-Sage treasures! 

A peak nine-star quasi-Sage and a peak nine-star quasi-Sage true treasure! 

Very few people below the heavenly path Sage level could withstand such a terrifying attack! 

Burning lamp Daoist was determined to kill Chen Xiaobei and would not give him a chance to escape. 

“Let’s go!” 

Chen Xiaobei could already foresee that he would not be able to defend against that deadly attack no 

matter what! 

In this moment of life and death, Chen Xiaobei decided to use the last of his power on Futian Xin ‘er and 

goddess Chang’ e, sending them out of the 32 levels of heaven as fast as possible! 

Then, the purple-gold dragon coiled its body and blocked their way. 



Since he could not escape, the last thing Chen Xiaobei could do was to use his own body to protect 

Futian Xin ‘er and Chang’ e. 

“Boom boom boom …” 

In the next moment, the divine Pearl arrived, and death descended! 
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Without a doubt, the moment Chen Xiaobei ate the infinite Saint demon pill, he was already prepared to 

die. 

As long as he could protect Futian Xin ‘er and goddess Chang’ e and leave this place safely, Chen Xiaobei 

would be satisfied. Even if he were to die, he could rest in peace. 

The 24 sea-stabilizing pearls struck down with unparalleled power, and their celestial core power was 

vast and boundless, instantly evolving into the Supreme saintly might of the 24 heavens! 

 boom boom boom … Boom boom boom …  

Before the power even landed, just the pressure from the initial impact of the strong wind was enough 

to shatter the entire heavenly court! 

Even the 32 levels of heaven below them trembled violently as if they had been forced down by tens of 

thousands of feet! 

The countless living beings living in the 32 levels of heaven raised their heads and looked up at the sky. 

They were extremely shocked and felt as if the end of the world had arrived and no one could survive! 

At the same time. 

In The Purple Cloud Palace of the 36th level of the highest heaven, Dao ancestor Hongjun and the other 

five heavenly path Saints all sensed it. 

Nüwa’s face was pale, and her eyes were filled with despair. 

Taishang and Cundi were expressionless, but their eyes were filled with disappointment. 

The two of them were smiling, and their eyes were filled with relief. 

Hongjun squinted his eyes and said slowly, ” if this man dies, Tongtian will return to his position!  

As soon as he said that, the other five heavenly path sages ‘expressions changed completely. 

“There’s a variable!” 

Suddenly, the eyes of the heavenly Lord Yuanshi widened as he looked at the 32 levels of heaven! 

“Chi …” 

Just as the 24 sea-stabilizing pearls were about to kill the purple-gold giant dragon, a beam of extremely 

bright primordial chaos Holy splendor suddenly burst out of the void! 
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A small black stone could be seen in the golden light. 

The surface of the stone cracked open, and the source of the golden light came from there. 

Like a piece of Golden Jade, it grew from small to big and suddenly turned into a swastika Buddhist seal 

that was ten billion long, directly protecting the purple-gold giant dragon. 

 senior brother abundant treasures!?  

Chen Xiaobei suddenly remembered that he still had a life-saving trump card with him! 

“BOOM! BOOM! BOOM! Boom …” 

In the next moment, the 24 sea setting divine pearls, carrying the power of 24 heavens, bombarded the 

swastika Buddhist seal in a frenzy! 

Who dared to think about it! 

The swastika Buddhist seal didn’t move at all and blocked all 24 sea-stabilizing pearls. It was even sent 

flying back! 

From this, it could be seen that the defensive power of the swastika Buddhist seal had already exceeded 

the combined attack power of dipamkara Daoist and the 24 sea calming beads! 

In the Three Realms, the number of people with such strength could be counted on one hand! 

 D-D-D-Tathagata!!!  

Daoist dipamkara’s incredulous exclamation came from the void, as if he had been greatly frightened! 

“Senior brother abundant treasures … Is so powerful …” 

The purple-gold giant dragon was seriously injured and the time to open the chaos was coming to an 

end. It was already at the point of exhaustion. 

He was already waiting for death. 

However, he had never expected that the life-saving talisman given by the treasure Daoist would be so 

powerful that it could even directly intimidate burning lamp Daoist! 

In fact, this was not strange! 

In the last immeasurable cultivation tribulation, the treasure Daoist was already the chief disciple of the 

tribe of severity, with unparalleled strength! 

After that, he became the Buddha of many treasures and fused the secret techniques of Buddhism 

together. His Dao heart, comprehension, and strength all skyrocketed! He had once severely injured 

Hierarch Minghe, who was also a peak level Sage-to-be, and had been hiding in the blood sea for billions 

of years! 

After that battle, there was a publicly acknowledged strongest expert under the Saints in the universe! 

Tathagata the many treasures! 



…… 

In The Purple Cloud Palace of the thirty-sixth level of the highest heaven. 

The heavenly Lord of the origin glared at jieyin and shouted, ” “Isn’t abundant treasures already under 

your control, and is 100% loyal to the Western religious sect? Why is he protecting Chen Xiaobei?” 

Jieyin frowned. After a moment of silence, he said in a deep voice, ” “After a trillion years, perhaps 

abundant treasures ‘original heart has already broken through the seal, and he’s just pretending to be 

loyal!” 

“Then why don’t you clean up your sect? What are you waiting for?” Heavenly Lord Yuanshi shouted 

angrily. 

Jieyin didn’t comment and turned to look at Dao ancestor. 

Hongjun still squinted his eyes and didn’t speak. 

“Chi …” 

Jieyin raised a finger, and a nine-colored light flashed on his fingertip. 

“Senior brother!” 

Cundi quickly said, ” just seal abundant treasures ‘original heart again. There’s no need to kill him.  

Otherwise, the Western religious sect will lose an arm!” 

“Mm …” 

The Daoist jieyin nodded and pointed at the void casually. 

“Whoosh!” 

The nine-colored light broke through the void and headed straight for the 32 levels of heaven. 

To be more precise, he was heading straight for Chen Xiaobei. 

“I’m finished …” 

Nuwa’s brows furrowed, and her eyes were filled with despair. 

In just a few words, a huge game had already been completed between the few Giants. 

And Chen Xiaobei was the biggest sacrifice in this game. 

Now that Chen Xiaobei was dead, the prime of Tongtian would be back! 

If Chen Xiaobei died, Tathagata could Live! 

Now that Chen Xiaobei was dead, the heavenly Lord Yuanshi could finally be happy! 

“Woof!” 

The nine-colored spiritual light of the 32 levels of heaven, which was originally as thin as a hair, suddenly 

turned into nine-colored lightning and struck down. 



“Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh …” 

The 24 sea-stabilizing pearls were all sent flying billions of miles away. Daoist dipamkara was shocked, 

but he did not dare to say a word. 

“BOOM!” 

In the next moment, the swastika Buddhist seal suddenly shattered without any power to resist! 

This was the power of a heavenly path Sage! 

Even the power of a casual flick of a finger was enough to crush the strongest expert below the sage! 

“Heh, heavenly path Sage! You’re just a traitor!” 

The purple-gold dragon was slowly returning to Chen Xiaobei’s original form. 

Just like the Dragon, Chen Xiaobei was covered in wounds. He was covered in blood. 

His eyes were dazed and he was almost unconscious. However, he still maintained his unyielding pride 

and the domineering air of not fearing the Saints! 

If he died, he died without betraying his heart and Dao! 

“BOOM!” 

The nine-colored lightning struck Chen Xiaobei. 

In an instant, the Three Realms trembled and the sky and earth changed colors. It was as if all the worlds 

were going to be overturned. 

Time and space were torn apart, and even the power of laws was instantly destroyed. 

Under such a terrifying power, even someone as strong as the treasure Daoist would be wiped out in an 

instant. 

How could a mere Chen Xiaobei survive? 

When the lightning dissipated … 

There was no sign of Chen Xiaobei in the boundless space! 

The 36th level of the great overarching heaven! 

The Purple Cloud Palace! 

Nüwa’s eyes reddened as she sighed. 

Both heavenly Lord Yuanshi and jieyin Daoist grinned smugly. 

Cundi’s face was expressionless. 

After a long time, the Grand Supreme elderly Lord turned to Hongjun, cupped his hands and bowed, ” 

“Congratulations, master, for being able to bring back Junior Brother Tongtian! Once the seven Saints 



returned to their Thrones, they would be able to calculate the movements of mo Luo Wu Tian! 

Exterminate the devil and defend the Dao!” 
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 “Mm …” 

After a moment of silence, Hongjun said, ” I’ll go ask the way of heaven. I’ll try to release Tongtian as 

soon as possible …  

With that, Hongjun slowly closed his eyes. His body was still as a Bell, but his primordial spirit had 

already flown out of the sky. 

At the same time. 

Both heavenly Lord Yuanshi and jieyin Daoist were busy. 

The two of them issued multiple tasks to their respective subordinates at the same time! 

The most important thing was to find Chen Xiaobei’s body and take back all the treasures that he had! 

Secondly, they had to search for luohou, Emperor Jiang, Taiyi, and candle jiuyin! 

Third, capture Daji the third spiritual girl! 

Obviously, the immeasurable cultivation tribulation was coming. The benefits from these three missions 

would play a crucial role in the cultivation tribulation. 

Taishang Laojun and Cundi closed their eyes and recuperated calmly, as if the matter had nothing to do 

with them. 

Taishang Laojun was a famous gruel mud expert, he didn’t seek to be the best, he only wanted to be 

good to himself. 

As for Taoist Cundi, he was a special case. 

Like Daoist jieyin, he was a heavenly path Saint of the Western religious sect. However, he hardly 

participated in the management of the Western religious sect. He never fought for power or cared 

about worldly affairs. He even lived in a state of seclusion. 

According to the proportion, it was completely reasonable for Taoist Cundi to act as if it was none of his 

business. 

But at this moment! Nuwa, however, secretly used her primordial spirit to communicate with Taoist 

Cundi. 

In fact, there was not a deep friendship between Nuwa and Taoist Cundi, but there was a very 

mysterious karma between them! 

This karma was the stone monkey, Sun Wukong! 

Sun Wukong and Nuwa had a very close relationship, and they even called each other brother and sister. 
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However, Sun Wukong had become acquainted with Taoist Cundi far earlier than he had known mother 

Nuwa! 

At that time, the stone monkey had just been born and didn’t even understand human nature! 

It was Daoist Cundi who transformed into patriarch Subhuti and took the stone monkey as his personal 

disciple. He enlightened the stone monkey’s intelligence and raised the stone monkey’s cultivation base 

at all costs. He even imparted many powerful special abilities to the stone monkey! 

In fact, even the name Sun Wukong was given by patriarch Subhuti for the stone monkey! 

There were also top-secret rumors that after sun Wukong wreaked havoc in the sky, the clan of 

enlightenment should have taken action and killed him. 

In order to save Sun Wukong’s life, it was Taoist Cundi who had Tathagata the numerous treasures take 

action and suppress Sun Wukong under the five fingers mountain. 

By doing so, he said that he would punish Sun Wukong severely and make sure that he would never be 

able to get away. 

However, in the end, after Taoist Cundi’s scheme, not only did Sun Wukong regain his freedom, but he 

also became the victorious fighting Buddha of the Western religious sect. 

Even when sun Wukong later left the Western religious sect and joined the demonic sect, it was also 

because of Taoist Cundi’s protection. Otherwise, Taoist jieyin would have been the first to disagree! 

It could be seen from this that Taoist Cundi really liked Sun Wukong, his personal disciple! 

And this layer of karma was the reason why goddess nvywa was willing to believe in Taoist Cundi! 

[ Nuwa: brother Cundi! ] The situation has changed so much that I can’t see the future clearly! Senior 

brother, what do you think? 

Cundi said, ” Junior Sister, you’re too modest. You can’t see it clearly, and neither can I!  

[ Nuwa: senior brother, can’t you just tell me the truth? ] 

Cundi replied,”that depends on whether you can tell me the truth, Junior Sister!” Where did you send 

Wukong? Why can’t I contact him? 

Nuwa replied,”since senior brother asked, I might as well be direct … I sent Wukong to the ancient 

Barrens!” 

Cundi asked,”what for?” 

Nuwa thought,”this …” 

Taoist Cundi said,”if you don’t trust me, then pretend I didn’t ask!” 

[ Nuwa: I’ll send Wukong to stop Yang Jian from chasing after Taiyin true deity! ] 

Cundi thought,”as expected!” You have secretly formed an alliance with Chen Xiaobei! No! To be 

precise, you’ve already formed an alliance with the heavenly Grandmaster! 



[ Nuwa: senior brother! ] I’m in a mess right now, I just want to hear one honest word from you! 

Cundi said,”to be honest, I really can’t see it clearly!” I’ve already contacted King Yama before you sent 

me a primordial spirit voice transmission! He wanted to check the book of life and death to see if Chen 

Xiaobei was dead! 

Nuwa agreed! Why didn’t I think of that! What did the King of Hell say? 

Cundi replied,”the King of Hell said that Chen Xiaobei’s name has disappeared from the book of life and 

death!” 

Nuwa,”what!?” It disappeared? 

Cundi said,”yes!” Not only was Chen Xiaobei’s name not in the book of life and death! ‘I tried to figure it 

out, but I can’t figure out anything about Chen Xiaobei!’ 

[ Nuwa: could it be that Xiaobei has already obtained the human Dao seal? ] 

Cundi thought,”human path seal?” It’s the same as the demonic imprint of mo Luo Wu Tian? 

Cundi said,”that’s right!” No wonder I can’t figure out anything about Chen Xiaobei! 

“Shixiong … Do you think that Xiaobei is still alive?” Nuwa asked. 

Cundi said, ” I can’t be sure. After all, we don’t know if there are other special abilities in the human 

path imprint!  

Cundi Taoist,”however, as the saying goes, if you’re alive, you must see the person. If you’re dead, you 

must see the corpse!” Before seeing Chen Xiaobei’s body, there was a chance that he was still alive! 

Cundi: ” besides, Tongtian Shixiong might be released. When that happens, the seven Saints might be 

able to find out if Chen Xiaobei is Dead or Alive. Of course, Tongtian Shixiong will have to do his best!  

[ Nuwa: senior brother, what do you mean? ] 

Cundi said,”the way of heaven is about checks and balances!” He had imprisoned senior brother 

Tongtian to suppress the Jie sect! Now that Chen Xiaobei, the hope of the tribe of severity, was dead, 

they could finally release Tongtian Shixiong! 

[ Cundi: but, knowing Tongtian Shixiong’s personality, if he knew that Chen Xiaobei was dead, he would 

definitely cause a scene! ] If he didn’t make a scene, it would be suspicious! 

Nuwa thought,”if senior brother Tongtian makes a scene … Then … Then won’t he be locked up again?” 

[ that’s why senior Tongtian can’t help us to figure out Chen Xiaobei’s situation! ] Cundi thought. If they 

wanted to know if Chen Xiaobei was still alive, they would have to find him first. They found his body 

first! 

“Nuwa thought,’the tribe of severity and the Western religious sect have already ordered for us to 

search for little north with all our might … Even if he’s still alive, it’s very likely that he’ll be killed by the 

pursuers … The chances of him surviving are still close to zero!’ 

…… 



The scorching sun hung high in the sky, not a single cloud covering it. 

The desolate Yellow Earth was extremely hot under the sun. If raw meat was placed on it, it would 

probably be cooked. 

However, in such an environment, there was a group of little boys wearing animal skins and holding 

wooden sticks in their hands. They were hitting each other with ‘ping, ping, ping, ping’ sounds, imitating 

the fighting of soldiers. They never got tired of it. 

“Boom boom boom …” 

However, a huge dark crack suddenly appeared in the clear sky! 

Lightning flashed and Thunder rumbled in the crack. The lightning had nine colors, and the Thunder 

shook the earth. There was also a kind of gray turbulence shuttling back and forth in it. It was 

unimaginably strange! 

“BOOM!” 

All of a sudden, under the shocked gazes of the boys, a black shadow fell from the crack. 

It created a huge pit with a radius of tens of thousands of meters on the ground in the distance. 
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3656 Waiting for him to die 

A few boys quickly ran over. 

Their skin had been tanned to a bronze color, and they already had clear muscle lines at a young age. 

They didn’t feel any discomfort under the unusually high temperature, and they ran very fast. 

It was clear that their physical strength was much stronger than that of ordinary people. 

They ran into the pit, but when they were still a few hundred meters away from the falling shadow, they 

didn’t dare to get any closer. 

“What is that thing? Is it a meteorite?” The younger child asked curiously. 

“No!  looking at the shape, it looks like a person …  the older child frowned and carefully observed for a 

long time.”It should be the same person! However, his body is completely charred. I’m afraid he’s 

already dead!” 

“Why don’t we go over and take a look?” The other children were all eager to try. 

“No!” 

The older child immediately stopped the crowd and said, ” “Didn’t you guys see the strange 

phenomenon in the sky just now? That might be some evil thing! Let’s go back and ask Daren to take a 

look!” 

“Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh …” 
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Before the child finished speaking, several Ji Ying flew over from the sky. 

Judging from their speed, they were all abstruse immortal stage experts. 

The extreme shadows landed. They were four old men wearing animal skin. 

“Greetings … Greetings to the four great elders!” 

The children’s faces were instantly filled with reverence. They immediately knelt on the ground and 

prostrated themselves. 

This was the etiquette of their tribe, and it also showed that these four elders must have an 

extraordinary status. 

“Children, go home, go home …” 

The oldest old man waved his hand, his expression as if he was facing a great enemy. His eyes were fixed 

on the charred human-shaped foreign object in front of him. 

It was obvious that the four elders had been attracted by the phenomenon earlier. 

They were filled with an instinctive fear of the charred human-shaped foreign object. 

“The sky is being torn apart, the nine-colored Thunderbolts are roaring, and the space is in chaos … 

What … What is this?” 

First elder’s brows were tightly furrowed, and his aged eyes were filled with worry and anxiety. 

“It’s better to bury such an ominous thing on the spot and seal it so that it doesn’t bring disaster to us!” 

The second elder was decisive and immediately suggested. 

“You can’t!” 

The third elder was extremely cautious. He hurriedly shook his head and said, ” “I’m afraid that such an 

evil creature is very powerful! We want to seal it, but we might be harmed by it instead! It’s better to 

stay far away!” 

“Stay far away? How do I dodge?” 

“Our tribe is just three miles away,” the second elder said in a deep voice.”There are many old, weak, 

women, and children. It’s impossible to move! What’s more, in this ancient Barrens land, which piece of 

land was suitable for living that wasn’t occupied by a powerful force? It wasn’t easy for us to find such a 

habitat with spiritual energy and water. If we move it away, we’ll be exterminated!” 

The third elder insisted on his opinion and refused to take the risk.  we might have a chance to live if we 

move it away. But if we can’t seal that evil thing and it attacks us instead, we’ll only be exterminated 

faster and more thoroughly!  

“Don’t quarrel! Let me go and take a look!” 

At this moment, it was the younger fourth elder who stood out and walked forward. 



“Fourth elder! Don’t mess around!” The third elder immediately panicked and quickly flew backward, 

afraid that he would anger the evil thing and bring disaster to himself. 

“Let’s take a look first!” 

First elder and second elder stayed where they were, showing more trust in fourth elder. 

Of course, they had no other choice. 

In the ancient Barrens land, any piece of land that was suitable for living was occupied by extremely 

powerful forces. 

If they wanted to move, they had to be prepared for an all-out war with the other forces. 

However, at this moment, their tribe was in a very awkward situation. Almost all of them were old, 

weak, women, and children. It was impossible for them to defeat the other forces. 

If they gave up their current territory easily, what awaited them would be the tragic end of their entire 

race being exterminated. 

It was precisely because of this that the first elder and second elder did not retreat. 

This was because they had no way out. Only by getting rid of the evil being that descended from the sky 

could they continue to live in this territory. 

If they cowered, they would have to move. 

“Come here! Everyone, come over quickly! It was a person! He’s still alive!” 

At this moment, the fourth elder had already walked to the side of the evil creature. He turned his head 

and shouted. 

 one person?!  

First elder and second elder looked at each other and rushed over. 

The third elder had run for a distance when he heard the shout and stopped. However, he still didn’t 

dare to get close. 

“He really is a human …” 

The great elder squinted his eyes and observed carefully.  from the heaven and earth phenomenon just 

now, he must have experienced an extremely terrifying battle. It’s unbelievable that he’s still alive!  

“Yup …” 

The fourth elder nodded heavily and exclaimed, ”  let’s not talk about that terrifying battle. It’s already a 

miracle that he’s still alive with the injuries he’s suffered!  

At this moment, the skin of the person lying on the ground was completely burnt, and there were many 

wounds on his body. His blood had turned black and was flowing out continuously. His bones and 

internal organs were almost all shattered. 



What was even more terrifying was that this person’s Dharmakaya had collapsed and his primordial 

spirit was scattered, as if he could be annihilated at any time. 

With such injuries, it wouldn’t be strange for him to die immediately. 

However, he still kept his last trace of life and refused to die. 

“This is good!” 

The second elder’s face turned cold. He immediately gathered celestial core power in his hand and said 

with killing intent, ” “Let me end his life! All the dangers will be resolved!” 

Hearing this, first elder and fourth elder became silent, as if they had silently agreed with this. 

“Yes, yes, yes! Kill him! Kill him!” 

From afar, the third elder, who was the most timid, echoed loudly. He couldn’t wait to get rid of this 

disaster. 

“Second elder! Please show mercy …” 

However, at this moment, the group of children from before ran back. 

Most of the children were more timid and stayed more than ten meters away. 

Only the older child ran forward and said with a serious face, ” “Sister Saint taught us to do more good 

deeds! It could accumulate merit, eliminate karma, and avoid disasters! One who has done evil and 

harmed others will be plagued by negative karma. Sooner or later, a death tribulation will descend!” 

“What do children know?” “For the safety of our entire clan, we can’t let this disaster Live!” The second 

elder shouted with a frown. 

“Second elder!” 

The little boy directly stood in front of the wounded man and said seriously, ” “He’s on his last breath, 

there’s no way he’ll harm us! I’m willing to stay here and wait for him to die before burying him in 

peace!” 
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3657 The sincere young man 

“Little brat! If you like to do good deeds, you will have plenty of opportunities in the future! But I can’t 

do that now!” 

The second elder’s eyes widened in anger. He raised his hand, wanting to push the little boy away. 

“Stop!” 

Seeing this, the fourth elder grabbed the second elder’s wrist and said seriously, ” “I think what Xu 

Tianxin said makes sense! The Holy maiden once saved our race! We can’t repay her, but we should at 

least give her some respect!” 
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“Yes … That’s right!” 

The great elder nodded and said in a deep voice, ” “The Holy maiden once said that she doesn’t need us 

to repay her in any way. As long as we do good deeds, that will be the way we repay her!” 

“The person in front of us is already like a lamp without oil. Even if we don’t do anything, he will die 

without a doubt! Killing him was evil! Sending him to his grave is doing good!” 

The great elder smiled and looked at the second elder, saying, ” “A single thought is good, a single 

thought is evil! One step to heaven, one step to hell! This should be a good choice!” 

 forget it …  the second elder sighed. He retracted his celestial core power and his killing intent 

dissipated. 

“Kill him! Why are you hesitating?” From afar, the third elder was anxious, but he still didn’t dare to get 

close. 

“Xu Tianxin!” 

The great elder looked at the little boy and said, ” “I’ll leave this place to you! If this person dies, you will 

bury him! If there are any changes, you must inform this old man at once!” 

“Don’t worry, great elder! I know what to do!” Xu Tianxin nodded seriously. 

The first and second elders nodded and left. 

“Good child! You will be rewarded!” The fourth elder patted Xu Tianxin’s shoulder and left. 

Just like that, Xu Tianxin sat on the ground and silently waited for the seriously injured man to die. 

In the beginning, his friends were still waiting with Xu Tianxin. Gradually, the sun set and the 

temperature dropped. The little companions couldn’t stand it anymore and returned to the tribe. 

However, Xu Tianxin didn’t leave. She waited quietly. 

“Heaven’s Heart!” 

At this moment, a middle-aged woman walked over with a thick beast fur in her left hand and a few 

coarse flour shaobing in her right hand. 

“Mother! What are you doing here? The weather is cold, be careful not to catch a cold!” 

Xu Tianxin quickly stood up and took the things from her mother’s hands. 

“Silly child! Ah Ma, be careful of you catching a cold! I’ve specially brought you a leather blanket and a 

biscuit!” 

Xu’s mother glanced at the people on the ground who were about to die but not dead, and sighed 

silently.  “This person is too stubborn! He’s actually still not breathing!” 

“Mm …” 

Xu Tianxin nodded, her bronze face full of admiration.   I quite admire this person. It’s already like this, 

but he can still persist!  



“Why don’t we go back?” Xu’s mom said. 

“Mother! You’re not saying what you mean again! If you really wanted to persuade me to go back, why 

did you send me a leather blanket and a biscuit?” 

“I’m the son of great warrior Xu ao, yuncang!” Xu Tianxin laughed. I will use my life to defend my 

promise! As long as this person doesn’t die, I will not leave!” 

“Good child!” 

Xu’s mom showed a gratified smile and said, ” “When your Abba comes back, he will be proud of you!” 

Xu Tianxin raised her head and smiled.  “Alright! Ah Ma, quickly go back! Be careful on the road!” 

Xu’s mother nodded and left slowly. 

After that, Xu Tianxin sat there and waited. 

The temperature difference between day and night in this damn place was surprisingly big. It was so hot 

during the day that raw meat could be roasted, but at night, it was bone-piercingly cold. One could 

probably be frozen immediately even if they peed. 

Xu Tianxin was wrapped in an animal skin blanket and nibbling on a shaobing, barely able to withstand 

the cold. 

“Eh?” 

However, as the temperature dropped sharply, Xu Tianxin suddenly realized that the injured man on the 

ground was actually trembling. 

“That’s strange!” 

Xu Tianxin rubbed her eyes in disbelief.”This person clearly only has one last breath left, and his body is 

completely crippled. How can he still have the strength to tremble? Don’t tell me he can still be saved?” 

Xu Tianxin immediately stood up and carefully approached. 

After observing the man for a long time, Xu Tianxin finally found the mystery. 

“Phew … Phew …” 

Xu Tianxin blew at the man’s dantian, blowing away the dust and burnt debris. 

Then, they saw that the man’s dantian, outer skin, muscles, tendons, and internal organs had all been 

burned, leaving only a big dry hole! 

But! 

In this huge hole, there were eight mysterious balls of light. They were slowly rotating around a purple-

gold lotus seed, forming the mark of nine stars! 

And at this moment, it was this Nine Star Pearl imprint! It protected that person’s primordial spirit and 

maintained the last bit of life force in that person’s body! 



“What … What kind of mark is this? Isn’t this too magical?” 

Xu Tianxin’s face was full of curiosity, but with his experience and knowledge, he couldn’t think of any 

answer. 

Of course, Xu Tianxin didn’t dwell on this question. 

At this moment, he only had one thought in his mind. If this person could still be saved, he must do his 

best to save him! 

“Let’s see if he has anything that can prove his identity. In this way, I can find a way to contact his 

acquaintances!” 

Xu Tianxin observed for a while and immediately found something.   that’s … An interspatial ring? ” 

At this moment, cracks had already appeared on the surface of the ring, as if it could break at any time. 

Xu Tianxin gently took off the ring and held it in her hand. She began to communicate with the spirit. 

“Oh my God …” 

Instantly, Xu Tianxin took a deep breath, and her pupils shrank.”Two … Two hundred and fifty … Billion! 

This person had so many inferior-grade spiritual jades! Oh my God … He’s too rich!” 

It was no exaggeration to say that Xu Tianxin had never seen so many spiritual jades in her life! 

No! It should be said that he had never even heard of it! 

The entire Azure cloud tribe had been a weak force in the ancient Barrens land since ancient times. 

The entire tribe relied on a one-star heaven immortal level spirit vein to maintain their livelihood, and 

they never had any excess wealth. 

If the 250 billion low-grade spiritual Jade were to be converted into spiritual energy, it would be 

equivalent to five one-star heaven immortal spiritual veins, which could support five Azure cloud tribes. 

At that moment, Xu Tianxin was stunned. 

However, he did not have any thoughts of pocketing the wealth. 

He knew that it was extremely shameful to do so! It would also tarnish his father’s glory and reputation! 

At this moment, he had no other thoughts except to save her! 

“A Jade communication talisman! That’s great!” 

Xu Tianxin no longer cared about the spiritual Jade. Instead, she took out a communication jade 

talisman from her interspatial ring. 

Ding! Canopy has sent you 18 messages! 

[ six-eared macaque has sent you 26 messages! ] 

[ ding! Sect leader Tongtian has sent you a message! ] 
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 “Someone else sent a message? This is great. If we can find a powerful person, we might be able to save 

his life!” 

Xu Tianxin held the communication Jade token and observed it.  “Canopy? A macaque? It doesn’t look 

very powerful … Hmm, the name sect leader Tongtian is something! He’s the one!” 

Xu Tianxin opened the private chat with sect leader Tongtian. 

The prime of Tongtian, Xiaobei! Reply immediately! 

Xu Tianxin thought,”uh … I’m not Xiaobei, but he’s with me!” 

Sect leader Tongtian asked,”how is he now?” 

Xu Tianxin thought, ” he’s severely injured and is almost out of energy. However, there’s a nine-star 

Mark in his dantian. It’s protecting his primordial spirit and his last chance of survival!  

Sect leader Tongtian: That’s great! As long as his primordial spirit was not destroyed, he would be saved! 

Xu Tianxin,”are you coming to save him?” I’m currently in the yuncang tribe of the Xuan Yutian, an 

ancient land! 

Sect leader Tongtian, Xuan Yutian? The Azure cloud tribe? 

Xu Tianxin,”uh … You’ve heard of it before, haven’t you?” If you weren’t from the ancient Barrens, you 

wouldn’t have been able to find this place! 

“Sect leader Tongtian: this is no longer important!” The important thing is that I can’t get away now! 

Xiao bei’s life and death must be saved by you! 

Xu Tianxin: You think too highly of me. If I could save him, I wouldn’t have to ask you … 

Sect leader Tongtian,”listen to me!” There was a blood-red fruit in little North’s infinite space ring! You 

take them all out! Let him eat nine first! As for the rest of the fruit, crush the flesh and apply it on his 

wound! 

Xu Tianxin thought,”is … Is this possible?” He’s only left with one last breath. I’m afraid that if I’m not 

careful, I’ll kill him! 

Sect leader Tongtian,”listen to me!” There would definitely be no problem! 

Xu Tianxin,”okay … I’ll try …” 

“Thank you!” Sect leader Tongtian replied. I’ll definitely thank you heavily after this! 

Xu Tianxin replied,”you’re welcome!”  I quite admire this senior Xiaobei. He’s been able to hold on until 

now. His willpower isn’t inferior to any great ancient warrior! It’s my honor to be able to save him. I 

don’t need any thanks! 
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[ sect leader Tongtian: you’re a good kid! ] When Xiao bei wakes up, he’ll definitely treat you well! 

Remember, help me tell Xiaobei that I will … Help him! After that, I’ll send him a red packet with … A 

fake! 

Xu Tianxin: What are you saying? I can’t understand the last two sentences at all! 

Sect leader Tongtian was speechless. 

 no way … The spiritual connection is actually broken? ” 

Xu Tianxin held the Jade talisman in her hands, looking confused. Sect leader Tongtian had asked her to 

pass on a message, but she couldn’t understand it. 

However, he had no choice. 

The ancient Barrens was a special plane that was independent of the Three Realms. 

The Three Realms immortal network couldn’t cover this place at all. Normally, the outside world 

couldn’t communicate with the ancient desolate land at all. 

The reason why this communication jade talisman could receive messages was obviously related to the 

spatial Rift that had just appeared. 

There were some signals of the Three Realms immortal network in the space crack. 

However, as the space crack was completely closed, the signal of the Three Realms immortal network 

was completely cut off. 

In other words, Xu Tianxin had lost contact with sect leader Tongtian. It was almost impossible to get in 

touch with him again. 

“No matter! I have to Save the People First!” 

Xu Tianxin calmed herself down and took out 276 blood-red fruits from her interspatial ring. 

That’s right! 

This was the blood Bodhi fruit! 

And the person lying on the ground in pain was Chen Xiaobei! 

With Chen Xiaobei’s current physique, he would only need two to three blood Bodhi spirit fruit to heal 

any injuries. 

But! 

This time, it was a heavenly path Sage! 

In addition to the celestial core power, there was also a type of energy called zenith heaven Saint core 

power! 

This kind of energy would remain in the wound and primordial spirit. If this kind of energy could not be 

expelled, the injury would never be healed! 



That was why the prime of Tongtian had asked Xu Tianxin to use all the blood Bodhi fruits to save Chen 

Xiaobei’s life! 

Luckily, Chen Xiaobei had asked Futian Xin ‘er to ripen all the blood Bodhi spirit fruit before he caused a 

scene in the heavenly court. 

It came in handy at this moment. 

 one, two, three … Seven, eight, nine …  

Xu Tianxin followed the orders of the prime of Tongtian and placed nine blood Bodhi fruits into Chen 

Xiaobei’s mouth. 

Chen Xiaobei was so badly injured that he could not swallow it on his own. 

Xu Tianxin had planned to use her celestial core power to wrap the blood Bodhi and send it into Chen 

Xiaobei’s stomach. 

However, when they looked at Chen Xiaobei’s abdomen, they saw that his internal organs were almost 

shattered, and many of them were burnt. The fruit did not do anything to him. 

 first, crush the flesh of the fruit. If it can heal his internal organs, then send the fruit into his stomach. 

Only then will there be an effect!  

Xu Tianxin was smart and calm. She didn’t lose her cool because of the difficulty. 

Then, he crushed the blood Bodhi, wrapped the fruit with his celestial core power, and gently applied 

the flesh on Chen Xiaobei’s injured internal organs. 

After applying it evenly, he used his immortal essence to gather the shattered internal organs and fix 

them in place. 

“Heavens! This fruit is simply godly!” 

 what?!  Xu Tianxin exclaimed in shock. She couldn’t believe her eyes. 

After consuming more than 50 blood Bodhi fruits, Chen Xiaobei’s internal organs began to undergo a 

shocking change! New flesh grew at a speed visible to the naked eye, healing wounds and restoring 

vitality. 

Then, his esophagus, stomach, and intestines started to squirm on their own. The nine drops of blood in 

his mouth twitched and slid into his stomach. 

The fruit dissolved in his stomach, and its magical power began to repair Chen Xiaobei’s blood, veins, 

and bone marrow from the inside! 

New cells would grow from the burnt areas to stop them from producing blood again, restoring the 

blood circulation and breath circulation that a life should have. 

The inside of Chen Xiaobei’s body should have returned to normal. 

“Now, it’s time to heal his external injuries!” 



Xu Tianxin calmed herself down and used another 200 blood Bodhi to spread the fruit all over Chen 

Xiaobei’s body. 

His bones, muscles, skin, and hair all began to grow back bit by bit. The wounds healed, and it didn’t 

take long for him to look exactly the same as before. 

“Why hasn’t he woken up yet?” 

Xu Tianxin had been busy for a long time, and there were only twelve blood Bodhi fruits left in her 

hands. However, Chen Xiaobei was still unconscious and showed no signs of waking up. 

“Could it be that his primordial spirit is too seriously injured?” 

Xu Tianxin thought for a while and started to feed Chen Xiaobei the blood Bodhi fruit. 

The point was that Xu Tianxin had never been greedy for such a magical fruit. She didn’t even think 

about taking one for herself! 

All the blood Bodhi fruits were used on Chen Xiaobei. 

And Xu Tianxin’s pure heart finally received its reward at the last moment. 

“Cough, cough … Cough …” 

As the last blood Bodhi fruit entered his mouth, Chen Xiaobei suddenly let out a dry cough. He opened 

his eyes slowly in an extremely difficult state. 
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3659 Checking the message 

“You’re awake! That’s great! You’re really awake! Hahaha …” 

Xu Tianxin was so happy that she was dancing with joy. Her innocent face was filled with genuine joy, as 

if she was happier than anything else. 

“Cough cough … Water … Give me water …” 

Chen Xiaobei’s voice was extremely weak. It was as if his throat had been cut, and his voice was hoarse. 

“Water …” 

Xu Tianxin frowned.  I can’t help but say that I don’t have any water … Our Azure cloud tribe only has a 

small water source. Every family can only get clean water once every three days. I’ve already run out of 

water …  

 my … My infinite space ring …  Chen Xiaobei pointed at Xu Tianxin’s palm with great difficulty. 

“Oh! Here you go!” Xu Tianxin quickly returned Chen Xiaobei’s infinite space ring. 

“Uh … Hmm?” 
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However, when Chen Xiaobei tried to communicate with the infinite space ring’s spirit, he did not get 

any response, which meant that he could not take anything out! 

“I’ll do it …” 

 your primordial spirit is severely injured, and your Dharmakaya is destroyed, ” Xu Tianxin said.  although 

your sea of Qi and dantian have returned to normal, you can’t gather any celestial core power inside … 

So, you can’t use any Dharma Treasures anymore …  

 this …  Chen Xiaobei laughed bitterly.”That’s right … It’s already good enough that I’m still alive … How 

can I hope that everything will be normal?” 

Obviously, Chen Xiaobei had prepared himself for the worst. 

He had completely expected to end up like this, so there was nothing he couldn’t accept. 

 here …  Chen Xiaobei handed the infinite space ring to Xu Tianxin and said, ” “There’s … A gem-like 

essence of divine water inside. Help me take it out …” 

“Alright!” 

Xu Tianxin nodded. After searching for a while, she found what Chen Xiaobei was looking for. 

That’s right! 

It was the source of the Jade pool’s divine water, which had almost dried up. 

There was still a small amount of divine water of the Jade pool around the origin. 

“Do you want to drink this water? You lie down, I’ll help you!” 

Xu Tianxin immediately used her ethereal force to guide the remaining divine water into Chen Xiaobei’s 

mouth. 

“Phew …” 

Chen Xiaobei finally let out a sigh of relief when the divine water entered his mouth. 

It was as if dry land had suddenly been moistened by rain, and his entire body felt much more 

comfortable. 

“Thank you …” 

Chen Xiaobei could finally sit up on his own, and he asked Xu Tianxin to keep the Jade pool’s origin. 

He looked at the bloody Bodhi fruit on his body and then at Xu Tianxin. Chen Xiaobei knew very well that 

the reason he was still alive was all thanks to this kind and good child. 

And that was the truth! 

If not for Xu Tianxin, Chen Xiaobei would have died at the hands of second elder yuncang! 

If Xu Tianxin was greedy and took the infinite space ring away, Chen Xiaobei would still be dead! 



Luckily, Xu Tianxin had a pure heart without any evil thoughts! He had pulled Chen Xiaobei back from 

the gates of hell! 

 I, Chen Xiaobei, owe you my life!  

 I’m fine!  Chen Xiaobei said.  you can ask me for three things. I’ll agree to any of them!  

“I didn’t save you because I was greedy for your reward!” Xu Tianxin shook her head. 

“I know!” “If you were after something, you wouldn’t be here!” Chen Xiaobei smiled. But I still want to 

repay you!” 

“Alright, I’ll think about it first. I’ll let you know when I’ve decided.” Xu Tianxin grinned and handed the 

leather blanket over to Chen. 

 I’m not cold …  Chen Xiaobei shook his head. 

“Put it on.”  ” your clothes are all torn, ” Tianxin said.  you can’t go back to the tribe with me like this!  

“Ah? “I didn’t say I was going back to the tribe with you …” Chen Xiaobei was confused. 

Xu Tianxin put the blanket over Chen Xiaobei and said seriously, ” “You must not know what this place 

is, right?” 

“Where … Where is this place?” Chen Xiaobei frowned and scanned his surroundings. 

The environment here was very harsh, and the key was that the spiritual energy was very thin. It was 

not like the heaven realm at all. 

 this is the southeast area of the ancient Barrens land, Xuan Yutian!  Xu Tianxin said. 

“What? The ancient … Ancient Barrens?” Chen Xiaobei was shocked. 

He had heard of the ancient Barrens a long time ago, but he had never thought that he would be sent 

here by a Saint! 

More importantly, the ancient Barrens and Chen Xiaobei had a deep connection! 

Firstly, the witch dragon blood was found in the ancient desolate land by sect leader Tongtian. 

Secondly, the cultivation method of the witch Dragon heavenly flame was found by the Taiyin true deity 

in the ancient Barrens. 

Third, the Taiyin true immortal should still be in the ancient Barrens, and Yang Jian was chasing after him 

with the celestial Hound! 

The last and most important point was that it was said that the end of the ancient desolate land was 

connected to the demon world. Whoever could find the location of the demon world and suppress the 

rebellion of the demon race would be rewarded with endless merit by the heavenly Dao! 

 I actually fell into the ancient Barrens … This … Could this be the legendary saying,’one must be blessed 

after surviving a great disaster’? ” 

Chen Xiaobei’s expression was complicated. He was a little excited, but also a little disappointed. 



He was excited that it might be a great opportunity for him to land in the ancient Barrens land. 

What he was disappointed about was that his condition was extremely bad. He couldn’t even condense 

a trace of celestial core power and couldn’t use any magic weapons. How could he fight for the 

opportunity? 

 it seems like you’ve heard of the ancient Barrens!  

“Then you should know that this place is very, very dangerous!” Xu Tianxin said. With your current 

condition, any magical beast can kill you!” 

Chen Xiaobei had nothing to say. 

Chen Xiaobei could feel that his body and sea of Qi dantian had been repaired by the blood Bodhi. 

However, there was still a mysterious saint’s power in his body that severely suppressed his own power. 

Not only was he unable to condense his immortal essence, he was also unable to condense his physical 

strength. 

To put it bluntly, Chen Xiaobei only had a perfect body. He had no combat power at all. He could not 

even defeat Xu Tianxin, who was an early one-star celestial immortal. If he wanted to go into the ancient 

desolate land alone, he would be courting death! 

“Let’s go. Follow me back to the tribe first!” 

Xu Tianxin handed the Jade talisman to Chen Xiaobei and said, ” “You can stay at my house first. Maybe 

your friends will come to find you!” 

 my friend?!  Chen Xiaobei’s eyes lit up and he quickly took the Jade talisman. 

The communication jade talisman also recorded the conversation between Xu Tianxin and sect leader 

Tongtian. 

“Master can send me a message! In that case, he had already regained his freedom! That’s great! This is 

really a blessing in disguise!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s excitement quickly turned into disappointment. 

Because he couldn’t get in touch with sect master Tongtian at all. 

Not only because he didn’t have immortal essence, but also because there was no signal of the Three 

Realms immortal network here. 

Chen Xiaobei had no choice but to look at the messages from canopy great man and six-eared macaque. 
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3660 The great battle against the demons 

The information about the canopy great tree and the six-eared macaque was similar. 

First of all, they had all said that they had successfully escaped from danger and were very safe. 
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Then, they asked Chen Xiaobei again and again if he was safe. 

Finally, they gave a brief account of what happened after Chen Xiaobei wreaked havoc in the heavenly 

court. 

The celestial heavens continent completely collapsed, and the meteorites fell into the 32 levels of 

heaven, causing a huge commotion. 

In addition, the gods who had been unconscious by the poisonous wine had all fallen to the 32nd layer 

of heaven and woken up. 

After all, the celestial heavens continent had only been shattered by the aftershock of the saint’s attack 

and had not suffered a direct attack. As such, all the gods were still alive. 

In the end, the news had spread throughout the 32 levels of heaven, saying that Chen Xiaobei was killed 

by the Saints. 

This matter spread throughout the entire heavenly realm at an extremely fast speed! 

Chen Xiaobei’s name had shaken everyone’s hearts. It had a huge impact! 

And this entire incident would definitely become a mark that could not be erased in the long river of 

history! 

“Second senior brother and Liu er are safe, that’s great …” 

Chen Xiaobei asked Xu Tianxin to put away the Jade talisman, and then he said, ” “The biggest problem 

now is, where did Xin ‘er and fairy Chang’ e go? Are they safe?” 

“In addition, master mentioned in his message that he would send someone to help me and give me a 

red packet! With master’s wisdom and ability, this person and this red packet will definitely be able to 

help me break out of this situation!” 

“But … There’s no signal in the ancient Barrens. I don’t know who that person is, so I can’t contact him! 

Also, I can’t send the red packets in time … I have to find a way to connect to the signal of the Three 

Realms immortal network!” 

Clearly, Chen Xiaobei’s mental state had grown greatly after the battle. 

No matter what his physical condition was at the moment, no matter what desperate situation he was 

in, he could calm down at the first moment and think carefully about the core element of the whole 

matter! 

“What’s your name?” Chen Xiaobei asked. 

“I’m xu Tianxin. How should I address you, senior?” Xu Tianxin asked. 

“You can call me bro bei.”  I’m really at my wit’s end right now. I can only follow you back to the tribe. I’ll 

thank you properly …  Chen Xiaobei said. 

“What’s there to thank? I was going to bring you back anyway! Come with me!” Xu Tianxin grinned and 

immediately led the way. 



As they walked, Chen Xiaobei asked, ”  Xu Tianxin, is there any place in the ancient desolate land where I 

can use a communication jade talisman to contact the heaven realm? ” 

 within the 81 heavens, unless there is a space crack that connects to the heaven realm, there is no way 

to contact the heaven realm!  

 but, ” Xu Tianxin said, ” there might be some special places outside the 81 heavens that can contact the 

heaven realm. But I’ve never gone out. It’s just a guess!  

“The 81 heavens? Go out?” Chen Xiaobei was taken aback. 

Now that he thought about it, Taiyin true deity seemed to have contacted Chen Xiaobei in the ancient 

Barrens. 

According to Xu Tianxin, the place where the Taiyin true deity was located was definitely not the 81 

heavens, but somewhere else. 

“You don’t know this!” 

“The ancient Barrens land is huge!” Xu Tianxin said. As for how big it is, no one can say it clearly!” 

“With our current civilization, we only know of the 81 heavens of the primordial era for now! There are 

81 independent small worlds!” 

“Beyond the 81 heavens of the primordial age is a boundless, ancient wasteland! That was the territory 

of the Sorcerer tribe! Later on, the Sorcerer tribe was exterminated, their civilization was destroyed, and 

they were turned into a wasteland!” 

Xu Tianxin said,”I heard from the old people that some of the powerhouses in the heaven realm like to 

explore the ancient wastelands!” That’s why I’m guessing that there must be some special place there 

that can connect to the heavenly realm!” 

“Hmm, your guess is very reasonable!” 

Chen Xiaobei nodded and asked, ” “According to what you said, if I want to contact the heaven realm, I 

have to go to the ancient wasteland? Also, if I want to return to the heaven realm, I have to pass 

through the ancient wastelands?” 

“That’s right!” 

 the 81 heavens of the primordial era are completely unrelated to the heaven realm, ” Xu Tianxin said.  if 

you want to go back, you must pass through the primordial wasteland!  

 I understand now …  Chen Xiaobei’s heart sank. 

With his current condition, he couldn’t even open his interspatial ring and couldn’t survive on his own. It 

was even more impossible for him to cross the ancient wasteland. 

The informer had to live with Xu Tianxin first. They had to at least think of a way to protect themselves 

before they could take the next step. 

…… 



After a night of torture. 

The sky was just starting to light up when Chen Xiaobei and Xu Tianxin returned to the Azure cloud tribe. 

To Chen Xiaobei’s surprise, this was a large tribe with a population of more than a million. 

However, in Xu Tianxin’s words, the Azure cloud tribe was the weakest force in the Xuan Yutian. 

From the small to the big, those top forces must be unparalleled! 

At this moment. 

Many people in the city had already woken up. 

Most of these people were middle-aged women. 

Xu Tianxin was very familiar with them and kept greeting them along the way. 

The women also liked Xu Tianxin very much and always smiled at him. 

 but … 

They looked at Chen Xiaobei warily, and even with a hint of hostility. 

Of course, this was not strange. 

After all, a tribe was a group of forces built on the foundation of the tribe. 

As the saying goes, those who are not of our race are bound to have different hearts. 

It was perfectly normal for the people here to hold grudges against Chen Xiaobei. 

Chen Xiaobei was well aware of that, so he did not mind. Instead, he asked, ” “Tianxin, why are there 

only old, weak, women, and children in your tribe? I can’t see any young men at all!” 

 yes!  Xu Tianxin said, ” all the men above the age of 16 have been recruited by the xuanyu Empire and 

sent to the front line to fight! My father was a great warrior! He is my pride!” 

“War?” 

Chen Xiaobei was surprised.  “The xuanyu Empire should be the ruler of Xuan Yutian, right? Who else 

could he fight? Are they from the other heavens?” 

“No!” “This war was fought against the demons!” Xu Tianxin said. 

“What? A demon?” Chen Xiaobei quickly asked, ”  are the demonic race attacking Xuan Yutian? ” 

“Xuan Yutian isn’t the only one that the demonic race is going to attack!” 

“The demons ‘goal is to conquer all 81 heavens of the primordial era!” In order to protect our homeland, 

the thirty-three heavens have already joined forces and sent out all their Warriors. We must stop the 

demons to the North of the Dragon Sparrow mountain!” 

 Dragon Sparrow mountain? ” 



 why? ” Chen Xiaobei quickly asked, ” if it’s a common disaster of the 81 heavens, why are only the 33 

heavens working together? ” Why aren’t the rest of you making a move?” 


